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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Fortieth Day: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 409-121-74-60—30%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #7 Just the Facts (7th race)—4-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #4 Rahy Momenta (11th race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#8)WILDCAT SAINT: Dressed up, nowhere to go in last; has tactical speed 
(#5)SAL’S JET: Pinched back at start in last race; dirt-to-turf angle suits 
(#4)TRES HUEVOS: Gets needed class relief; never hit the board on grass 
(#6)TIME WILL TELL: Fits on class; off the board in lone prior turf start 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-4-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)ADIOS MIA: Carves out pace from inside draw; blinkers “off” a plus 
(#6)LAWLESS LADY: She creeps down in class; first-time Lasix is noted 
(#7)EMAIL: At her best in sprints, gets in light; $16K tag on the money 
(#4)SOMEWHATOPTIMISTIC: Green debut, has upside; barn 29% off claim 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-7-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)ROGUE PATRIOT: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off claim; very consistent 
(#6)ADMIRABLE KISS: Sharp maiden win for $16K; Belsoeur off the claim 
(#4)CAPT. OVERDRIVE: Big improvement on dirt, with blinkers—overlay? 
(#7)NEW CHAMPION: Sitting on a sharp breeze; toss last for $16K in slop 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-4-7 
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RACE FOUR 
(#8)BAYLOR: Sports good past form on this class level; 7.5F in wheelhouse  
(#2)SHEPUTASPELLONME: Big drop hard to ignore; demand square price 
(#4)RIGEL’S HALO: 1st-timer hooks a dicey crew out of the box for Fawkes 
(#11)KITTEN OF THE NILE: Exits a “live” heat for $25K; Navarro off claim 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-4-11 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)STAR JUANCHO: Handy, gets pocket trip in speed-laden heat; 5-1 M.L. 
(#5)R SECRET LIFE: Beat 2 next-out winners in maiden win for $35K tag 
(#1)FORTUNE COOKIE: Like the cutback to a six-furlong trip; rates today? 
(#4)JALEN HURTS: Is improving for Biancone; tough trip in his last start 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-1-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#8)ARCHITECTURAL: Game while wide in last start; snug fit for $20K  
(#1)VISIONS OF YOU: Cutback to 5F on point; beaten chalk in 5 of last 7 
(#10)DOMENIC: Brutal trip for Dom last time; drops in class off last two 
(#2)WAHOOWAH: Drops like a bad habit for Plesa; 1st-time in a turf sprint 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-10-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)JUST THE FACTS: He’s the speed of the speed; at best on “firm” ground  
(#4)APPA: Placed in 4-of-5 on the Gulfstream turf; in snug for $16,000 tag 
(#8)BURNING WILD: 6YO benefitted from the time off; is 2-for-73 lifetime 
(#9)ZIGARCH: Closer won last turf start off shelf; needs pace assistance 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-8-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#9)STONE MOUNTAIN: Bay hooks a suspect bunch on the drop; good post  
(#5)EMPEROR JOHN: Returns off long hiatus for $25K; would want a price 
(#8)DEVILISH MAN: Class drop is significant; route-to-sprint, turf-to-dirt 
(#1)DIXIE MAMBO: Drops in for a quarter for Penna, Jr.—better on turf? 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-5-8-1 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)CULTURE CARRIER: Graduated at 1 3/8th-mile trip; reliable late kick  
(#2)ENGLISH ILLUSION: Back-class advantage; 1-for-11 lifetime on turf 
(#4)J R’S HOLIDAY: Good try off shelf in last; improves but 1 for last 14 
(#9)BERNAY(IRE): Hasn’t been seen in the afternoon in nearly 800 days 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-4-9 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)SOLFATARA: She’s riding four-race win streak; sits the perfect trip  
(#3)ARCELOR: Runs well fresh; won last three starts going six furlongs 
(#6)MILBRA: Last is better than it looks on paper; placed in 14-of-24 at GP 
(#5)MAKING HAVOC: Barn wins at a 35% clip off claim; likes GP, in light 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-6-5 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#4)RAHY MOMENTA: Can take this sketchy crew gate-to-wire; 10-1 M.L.  
(#7)NOTHINS FREE: Has improved on the weeds; rough start in last race 
(#3)DAWN LIGHTNING: Liking the dirt-to-turf move; five-furlong trip suits 
(#10)SLATED: Best effort to date has been on grass; start away from best? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-3-10 
 
 
 


